Moon Dusts work synergistically at the deepest levels to enhance your beauty, brain, body, sexual energy, sleep and
spirit. These transformative formulas are alchemized with the most potent organic and wild-crafted herbs, adaptogenic
plants, and bioactive minerals available.
Each Moon Dust comes in a glass jar filled with 15.5 servings depending on taste and desired level of potency. Add
one teaspoon to 8oz of any hot or cold liquid. Delicious with nut milk, water or tea. Don't be afraid to double dose!
Moon Dusts love to travel with you and can be taken in your daily tote or on an airplane.

BEAUTY DUST

SEX DUST

ACTION DUST

This ancient empiric formula expands beauty
through alchemizing elements legendary for their
youth preserving, fortifying and tonifying qualities.
Glowing supple skin, lustrous shiny hair and
twinkling bright eyes are holistically bestowed
from the inside out.

A lusty adaptogen to ignite, excite and cultivate
the sexual flow in both men and women. This
ancient, warming elixir sends waves of sensitivity
and power to all the right places, as it supports
your primordial energy and vital essence. A
holistic approach to deeply nourished sexual
vigor, supports not only the bedroom flow but
your highest creative potential.

An ancient elite formula to support your peak
performance, stamina and longevity, while aiding
in healthy recovery. Imbibe this athletic,
adaptogenic potion to regulate the body’s vital
energy, healthy metabolic function and maximize
your ability to withstand stress and injury. This
divine energy formula feeds the thriving physical
body and unites the heart and spirit with sacred
herbs.

GOODNIGHT DUST

SPIRIT DUST

BRAIN DUST

This nightcap has been alchemized with calming
herbs to gently and effectively lull you into your
naturally inherent nocturnal rhythms. As you slip
into deep, sound slumber, all systems are
provided a sense of soothing support and
emotional calm. True well-being is achieved with
regular deep resting.

This divine energy formula feeds the thriving
physical body and unites the heart and spirit with
sacred herbs. Alchemized with adaptogens
known to promote awareness, creativity and joy
for a peaceful mind and expanded existence.

This enlightening mental potion has been
alchemized with elite herbs used traditionally by
great thinkers and meditators. An adaptogenic
elixir to maintain healthy systems for superior
states of cognitive flow, clarity, memory,
creativity, alertness and a capacity to handle
stress.

